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LETTER

“
JENNIFER LAWRENCE - PAGE 26

The onset of fall brings with it the arrival of winter fashion, 

events and celebrations. What’s more is the change, the cold 

shift of the weather that we have been craving for a long time 

now, is here in Dubai. As the social calendar starts to roll, get 

yourself ready for the buzz that’s here to keep us engaged.

Our cover girl for this month is none other but the very 

young and fresh, Academy Award winning actress, Jennifer 

Lawrence. She is one of the world’s highest paid American 

actresses who is known for her versatility on-screen and her 

accessible, honest off-screen persona. 

Moving on, don’t forget to checkout glamorous Hollywood 

red carpet ensembles of the Emmy’s season, in our Celebrity 

Fashion section. This issue specially focuses on the best style 

from couture Fashion Week. 

And if you are all for the ultimate staycation, why not try to 

learn ways to make your home a better place to live in, check 

out the simple & easy ways to give your home a fresh and 

warm look in our Home Décor section. You can also look 

for the latest fall fashion trends, fall beauty tips and a guide 

to latest fashion purchases, all this and more by just flipping 

the pages of your ultimate lifestyle guide, the First Avenue 

Magazine!!

Enjoy Reading.

Editor’s
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With the most magical time of year quickly approaching, a quick wardrobe update is in everyone’s books.
Find a gorgeous bag to complement your eveningwear this season, along with jewel-encrusted shoes and so 

much more with Sandro’s accessories that can really dial up your look.

PARTY
The Best

Accessories
BY  s a n d r o   PARIS
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FABERGE
High Jewelry Collection

Secret Garden 
The Fabergé Secret Garden High Jewellery collection is an ode to the natural world. These floral 

jewels are evocative of Russian artist Marc Chagall’s depiction of flowers and rich bouquets, expressing 
vivacity and life through an artistic and organic approach. Just like the iconic Fabergé egg, flowers 

symbolise renewal and rebirth as well as the first sign of spring.
The Fabergé Secret Garden collection captures the colourful explosion of blossoming flowers. This 

composition comprises an unusual mix of materials 
including carved hardstone, enamel and gold, where 

the focus is the extraordinary harmony of shades 
created by exceptional gemstones with character.

Frédéric Zaavy
The sophisticated sculptural jewels are finely modelled and impeccably detailed, with individually hand-chosen 

gemstones, specially cut and immaculately matched or subtly contrasted, mounted into painterly abstract 
compositions of random, sensual and organic pavé-settings.
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Chopard
Because each precious stone carries within it a unique brilliance 

testifying to its rarity, the Chopard Haute Joaillerie ateliers carefully 
craft creations that highlight gems to splendid effect by revealing 

their true magnificence. Witness this original jewellery set, composed 
of a necklace, a ring and a pair of earrings in 18-carat gold set with 

ten yellow diamonds totalling more than 38 carats. A creation 
graced with classic and timeless lines, which once again honours the 

Maison’s jewellery expertise.
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ELIE
SAAB

Since opening his first bridal atelier in 1982, Saab has created gowns for 

women who are strong, confident and utterly comfortable in their own skins. 

For this collection, there were epauletted and billows-pocketed swooshy 

daywear looks in desert tones, blown up abstracted Dutch prints, and adapted 

Nefertiti-style headpieces. While almost every look was cinched with a true 

Saab style, the acres of fabric – cut to perfection around the female form – 

hid as much as it revealed. He described his collection as a reflection on the 

diversity than animates the great savannas of Africa.

No one understands the power of an attention 
grabbing dress quite like Elie Saab.
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TRENDS
COLOR

to Liven Up Your Wardrobe
As the temperatures start to drop, we’re quick to embrace a wardrobe 
full of neutrals, from camels and browns to grays and blacks. But this 
fall, you may want to trade in your trusted noir turtlenecks and tan 
coats for a bold, bright, and totally unexpected color palette.

Pistachio
After seasons of asking what the next millennial pink is, we finally have an answer: pistachio green. Popping up on 

several fall 2019 runways, the color quickly began taking over Instagram and the street style scene. The soft hue feels 
fresh, especially for the fall/winter season, and looks good in both apparel and accessory forms.

Purple

Asymmetric Crepe Midi 
Skirt 

Les Héroïnes by Vanessa Cocchiaro
Work the hue into your fall wardrobe with 
a midi skirt that’s easy to style with boots, 
jackets, and sweaters. Net-a-porter.com

Suzy Leather Barrel 
Baguette Bag

Staud
For a pop of the color, try Staud’s buzzy 
new It bag shape that lends a little early 

2000s nostalgia.
nordstrom.com

Silk Stretch Satin Floral 
Print Midi Dress

Ganni
Whether worn with black or white boots, 
this soft floral frock is unexpected for fall 

but guaranteed to become your go-to.

Isabel Marant Etoile
Elegant midi dress with volume sleeves 

has shirring at neck and cuffs.

Get infused with shades of shocking pink, purple, orange, neon 
yellow, and fashion’s favorite new color: pistachio green. Liven up 
your wardrobe with these fall color trends that are actually quite 
groundbreaking. Isabel Marant

Crafted in Italy, these purple leather 
Archee ankle boots from Isabel Marant 
feature a pointed toe, a front slit, a slip-
on style, a branded insole and a high 

heel. 

Cropped Mohair-Blend 
Turtleneck

Sally LaPointe
Embrace turtleneck season in a fresh new 
hue. Wear this cropped sweater with high-

waisted jeans on the weekend and your 
favorite midi skirt or trousers for the office. 

Orange
Sustainability issues push luxury brands to research and develop bio textiles. “But it’s also because the top brands are now seeing.

Smocked gauze midi skirt
NICHOLAS

CHLOÉ
Chloé’s vibrant pants work for desk to 
dinner and beyond this season. They’re 

made from sumptuously soft silk, feature 
a front-tie wrap style enhanced with side 

slits. Elevate the glamour by styling it with 
a silk top and statement heels.

Gucci
This yellow blouse from 

Gucci’s Pre-Fall ‘19 
collection reflects Alessandro 

Michele’s fascination with 
bygone eras. Crafted in Italy 

from hammered silk, this 
relaxed silhouette is cut with 

a piecing point collar and 
trimmed with pin-tucked 
pleats running down the 

front. Wear yours with a long 
skirt and brown knee-high 
boots to evoke a sense of 

nostalgia.
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CHANEL
New Season Collection

TONE-ON-TONE LOOKS WITH 
MATCHING HANDBAGS

Infused with rich textures and contrasting tones, the looks reveal a 

sophisticated take on wintry inspirations.

Rich Textures and Intricate Details

Fringed Tweed Outlines in Vivid Hues

Oval Sunglass
Discover the perfect pair for your face shape style and style, from daring oval sunglass collection
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TEST DRIVE FIESTA FUTURE MOBILITY CAR DRIFTING AND THRILLS

ELITE CLUBJUNIOR PETROL HEADS

                         DUBAIMOTORSHOW             DXBMOTORSHOW             MOTORSHOWDUBAI

TIMINGS  TUE 12 NOV 01.00PM - 10.00PM • WED 13 TO SAT 16 NOV 10.00AM - 10.00PM

FOR BIG
SURPRISES

BUCKLE UP

#DUBAIMOTORSHOWSURPRISES

16-12 NOVEMBER 2019
DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE

SEE THE LATEST CAR LAUNCHES AND EXPERIENCE THE 
CAR OF THE FUTURE. GEAR UP TO ENJOY THE BEST CAR 

MODIFICATIONS AND ADRENALINE-PUMPING ACTION.
YOUR DREAM CAR 

AWAITS YOU

Ankel Boots
Chanel’s amazing ankle boots and sandals present a feminine take on footwear with platform soles elevating the Fall-Winter 2019/20 

looks with new proportions and an active attitude.

Sandal
Lambskin & Velvet - White & Black
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As the season changes, everything needs a bit of updating……
so redefine your wardrobes with the Dolce & Gabbana new floral collection. 

Sunflower Print Shorts
Colourful flowers have become an intrinsic part of Dolce 
& Gabbana’s exuberantly feminine collections; gracefully 

decorating clothing and accessories, each bloom is beautifully 
brought to life. Crafted from cotton, these sunflower print 

shorts feature a button and zip fly, belt loops and side pockets.

Sunflower Embroidery Slingback Pumps
Dolce & Gabbana are known for Sicilian glamour, iconic prints and fashion for the whole 

family, as seen with these yellow leather sunflower embroidery slingback pumps. Featuring a 
pointed toe, a slingback ankle strap, a mesh upper and an embroidered design.

Sunflower Print Off-The-Shoulder Dress
If you’re going to do casual, you may as well make it worth looking 
at. Dolce & Gabbana are the perfect go-to for feminine styling with 
a luxurious finish. Made in Italy, this multicoloured cotton sunflower 

print off-the-shoulder dress from Dolce & Gabbana features an off the 
shoulder design, a concealed rear zip fastening, a fitted waist, a tiered 

skirt, a flared style, a short length and an all-over sunflower print.

Sunflower Print Bustier Top
The top players in the game, Dolce & Gabbana 
have developed a reputation of the finest Italian-
crafted apparel and accessories across the globe. 

Made by the best, for the best. Made in Italy, this 
multicoloured sunflower print bustier top from 
Dolce & Gabbana features a sleeveless design, a 

rear zip fastening, a bustier structure, a sunflower 
print in the front and a cropped length.
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Style crushing on…

Rising to stardom like the select few, cementing her name forever in the hierarchy of Hollywood 
elite, with an Academy Award to her name and a plethora of variant characters that one can only 
just dream of, Jennifer Lawrence is one of those actors who has tasted the fruit of absolute success 

with only a small amount of time spent in the industry.
Whether a dramatic indie or huge blockbuster franchise, Jennifer Lawrence is the most electric 

talent to hit Hollywood in a generation. Prior to her Oscar winning performance in the 
Silver Linings Playback, she was accepted as a budding talent with her emotional and moving 

performance in Winter Bone. Lawrence began acting in her early teens, when she played a 
14-year-old overachiever in Lori Petty’s semiautobiographical, The Poker House (2008), and as a 
young woman dealing with the sudden onset of adulthood and her own burgeoning sexuality in 
Guillermo Arriaga’s tragidrama. The Burning Plain (2008). Her other mega projects include The 

Hunger Games and the X –Men, which finally made her a house hold name. 
She also received Golden Globe Awards for her roles in both of these films, and for her lead 
performance as Joy Mangano in the biopic Joy (2015). She has since starred in the science 

fiction romance Passengers (2016), the psychological horror film Mother! (2017), and the spy 
thriller Red Sparrow (2018).

29

JENNIFERlawrence
World’s most desirable woman
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At the 2019 Los Angeles premiere of 
“Dark Phoenix.”

The Oscar winner wore a long black gown with a deep-v neckline 
and fashioned her hair in a loose, undone updo. The oscar-winning 
actress plays Mystique in the film and recently got engaged to Cooke 
Maroney. She wore dark eye makeup for the event, and chose an updo 
hairstyle that framed her face.

At the 2019 Paris Fashion Week in 
Christian Dior 

If you need sartorial inspiration for the upcoming party season (oh who 
are we kidding? It’s always party season!) then look no further than this 
Jennifer Lawrence appearance. Her Dior black crochet top with a black 
silk skirt and black leather jacket was giving an elegant look. She paired 
all this with the Dior jewelry and Dior shoes offering additional layers 
of intrigue.

31
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At the 2018 Academy Awards Red 
Carpet

Oscar’s veteran Jennifer Lawrence brought the sparkle as she stepped 
out at the 2018 Awards rocking a metallic Dior gown. She looked 
amazing in the shimmering dress with some wavy curls and a bold 
red matte lip with an intense smokey eye. She looked stunning in this 
glittery silver dress.

At the 2018 BAFTA Film Awards
She opted for a black Dior gown while walking the red carpet of the 
BAFTA Awards. She looked every inch the Hollywood superstar in 
a stunning off-the-shoulder black gown, which hugged her toned 
curves as she posed with aplomb. The gown featured an elegant black 
silk bodice, which cinched in at the star’s waist before flowing into a 
sophisticated skirt. 
She is an acclaimed actress who picked up the BAFTA for Best 
Supporting Actress in 2014 for American Hustle and won an Oscar in 
2013 for Silver Linings Playbook.

33
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At the 2017 Premiere of “Mother”! in 
New York

Jennifer Lawrence looked resplendent in a custom Christian Dior 
Couture dress for the New York premiere of her film ‘Mother. Jennifer 
looked angelic, dressing in the same ethereal white dress from the 
movie posters. The dress featured a fitted bodice with ruching and a 
V-neckline, which showed off her cleavage.

At the 2016 Post-Oscars Party 
To be fair, this choice was pretty great!! She looked irresistibly chic, 
taking a break from dresses, she wore a crop top with a matching, high-
slit skirt to a post-Oscars party. She matched her choker and shoes to 
the silver details on her outfit.

35
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At the 2016 Golden Globes Awards 
Jennifer took home a Best Actress Golden Globe for her role in Joy. 
Wearing her signature color, Lawrence opted for a tiered red gown with 
a statement necklace at the Golden Globes Awards. Her gown proves 
she loves to wear cutout details and play with structure.

At the 2015 Screening of “Serena
Our pretty woman sparkled in Dior dress with side cut-outs as she hits 
the black carpet at the screening of “Serena,” She pulled her hair back 
to let her outfit shine. The cutout detail is very “Pretty Woman.”

At the 2014 Oscars
Lawrence wore this classic peplum gown to the Oscars. She slays the 
red carpet again and often wears red to formal events. She offset the 
strapless neckline with a choker-like diamond necklace resting on her 
collarbone.

At 2013 Oscars best actress Oscar for 
Silver Linings Playbook

Jennifer Lawrence won the best actress Oscar at the 85th Academy 
Awards, for her role in Silver Linings Playbook. She defeated a strong 
lineup, which included 86-year-old Emmanuelle Riva from Amour and 
Jessica Chastain, star of Zero Dark Thirty. In Silver Linings Playbook, 
Lawrence played a troubled wannabe dancer opposite Bradley Cooper, 
in a romance-cum-comedy directed by David O Russell.
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FASHIONWeek
RUNWAY 2019

ARAB FASHION WEEK
Renowned designers wowed the audience during the Arab Fashion Week 9th edition hosting designers that showcased their exclusive collection on at 

1422 City Walk. From Rami Kadi to Marmar Halim, Malliny, Mia Couture, Sophie Couture, Mikhail Chamoun and Dhruv Kapoor.
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London Fashion Week
From the biggest trends to the most covetable collections. The supermodels came out in force for Burberry, Simone Rocha, Victoria Beckham, Preen 
By Thornton Bregazzi, which saw the house head back to the usual fashion schedule, having experimented with see-now, buy-now for a few years. 
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Milan Fashion Week
Jennifer Lopez surprised Milan Fashion Week by walking the Versace spring 2020 runway—wearing that iconic green silk chiffon dress. 

From Gucci to Dolce Gabbana favouring timeless style over fashion, the Italian capital had plenty of memorable moments this season. The message 
was clear: invest in pieces you will wear forever; the nondisposable wardrobe.
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New York Fashion
New York Fashion Week came and went in a profusion of colors, Marc Jacobs was one of the most anticipated stateside shows. His clothing collections 

transform each outing to become the signifiers of the seasonal mood and regularly hold a strong position in determining the trends that will define 
what enters wardrobes the world over. Followed by Tommy Hilfiger x Zendaya, Michael Kors, and Ralph Lauren. 

PARIS FASHION WEEK
Paris Fashion Week (PFW) presented an impressive cast. The best shows included Chanel’s rooftop show, Dior’s green garden and Hermès’ equestrian 

leather collection, but denim was the star of the week. 
It offered some fantastic collections and amazing shows, ranging from Chanel’s Paris rooftop show and Dior’s green garden featuring 170 trees, to 

Hermès’ top-notch equestrian leather collection presented at Tennis Club de Paris.
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EMMYS

Naomi Watts in Dior Haute Couture
Attending as a presenter, Watts stepped out in a strapless Dior haute couture bustier gown with a full skirt by Maria Grazia 

Chiuri, draped in delicate layered mesh that peeped out at the neckline, and cinched at the waist with a velvet belt. A 
cropped platinum bob and a bold red lip were perfect accompaniments to her look, styled by Jeanann Williams. 

Best 2019

Awards Red Carpet Looks
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Emilia Clarke in Valentino Haute Couture and David Webb jewels
The Game Of Thrones lead actress nominee (styled by Petra Flannery) shouted out on social media that she took a style cue from 

Jennifer Lopez with the plunging, barely-there bodice on her navy Valentino gown, paired with cobochon opal-drop earrings 
and a matching ring also set with diamonds and sapphires by David Webb and Jimmy Choo platform sandals. She won the lead 

actress in a Drama Series for Game of Thrones

Amy Adams in Fendi and Jimmy Choo shoes
The Outstanding Lead Actress in a Limited Series or Movie nominee donned a Fendi Fall 2019 Haute Couture dress. She opted 

for a more modest version than the runway by wearing a neutral slip underneath.
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Rachel Brosnahan in Elie Saab Spring Couture dress
The actress, who is nominated in the Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy Series category, put her best foot award as she 

arrived at the Microsoft Theater in a shimmery gown. The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel lead actress nominee (styled by Jill Lincoln 
and Jordan Johnson) oozed old Hollywood glamour in a blue sequined Elie Saab gown with a thigh-high slit, paired with 

diamond earrings and rings by Ana Khouri and Jimmy Choo platform sandals.
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HOME
Affordable Ideas for Your

Do not underestimate the power of accessories. Carefully 
chosen, the right ones can give your home a fresh and warm 

look without breaking the bank

Accessorizing your home involves adding finishing touches to 

your home décor after you have placed your furniture. Even if the 

furniture is exactly what you have envisioned for the room, it won’t 

feel complete   without a few well-paced accessories that pull the 

room together.

Many people stop decorating before dealing with the most 

important part; accessorizing. Sometimes figuring out just how to 

group those pieces together and display them in your home can 

be a challenge. So how do you create good looking arrangements? 

Here are few tips and tricks designer use that can help you display 

any type if accessories – whether they’re flea-market finds, family 

heirlooms, or pricey collectibles.

Artwork
Artwork is one of the most popular trimmings used to accessorize 
house. Whatever your artwork includes - valuable prints, family 

photographs, or originals from your kids – you want it to capture 
attention. However, while arranging pieces of artwork, you need to 
make sure that they are placed at eye level. This will make everyone 

notice them the moment they enter a room. Large paintings are 
effective when displayed alone ion walls, while small; pieces have more 

impact when grouped together.
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Lighting
Lighting sis an important element in accessorizing your home. Use 

lighting as an accessory to accent fireplaces. Artwork plants and 
ornamental objects. Lighting should be warm cozy and inviting. Place a 
cluster of candles on a table to accent the room or corner with sift light, 
Use floor lamps to light up the dark corners of the room. Place a light 
behind a folding screen to add a glowing accent, use recesses lighting 
or chandeliers to accent the centerplate on a table. An interesting or 

unusual light fixture will give your room the added ‘wow’ factor.

Textile
The varied colors and textures of fabrics and rugs liven up any room. 
To include texture in your accessories, use a rug in a neutral color for 
a modern room, or a rug with an interesting design in a plain room, 

spruce up your chairs, sofa or bed with throw pillows of different sizes 
and colors, place a bold throw on a single piece of furniture or tie in 
any bold colors or patterns, or use soft, muted hues in your curtains 
as the final touch. Area rugs can also define a space and pull a room 
together. Place furniture completely on the rug for a warmer effect. 
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Natural Elements
Liven up the room with plants or florals bouquet and use them 

to introduce color and life into the room. Plants and fresh flowers 
brighten the atmosphere in your home. So experiment using old urns, 
water, pitchers ad teapots as vases. Collectibles make great containers 
for flower arrangement. Take your favorite vase or bowl to florist for a 

custom designed arrangement.

Knickknacks
Display a collection if knickknacks, statues, vases or other similar items 
of different sizes, heights, width or textures so they go together thereby 
creating balance and interest. If you have a collection if various small 
keepsakes from a vacation, display them together, but remember that 
each item should be clearly visible within the grouping, or otherwise it 

will look cluttered and unpresentable

Mirrors:
Mirrors are great to expand a smaller space. Try adding a large full 
length mirror with a floor stand or attach one to the wall, behind a 

small dining room table. Try leaning a long mirror behind a bed as a 
head board for a more dramatic look. A floor standing mirror is savvy 
investment as it makes any room appear larger. Simply prop one up 

against a wall for an instantly larger looking space.
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At the recent Frontier Awards ceremony in Cannes, which coincided 
with the Tax Free World Association (TFWA) Exhibition and 
Conference, Ms. Muna Hassan, Dubai Duty Free’s Emiratization 
Officer, was named as a recipient of the ‘Talent of Tomorrow’ Award.
Muna, a UAE National who joined Dubai Duty Free in 2013, was 
one of eight international winners under the age of 35 to be recognized 
for their role within the duty free industry as part of the ‘Talent of 
Tomorrow’ initiative - a Leadership Development Programme designed 
specifically for young members of the Duty Free and Travel Retail 
Industry, which is coordinated by Ethos Farm in conjunction with the 
Frontier Awards.
Commenting on the award, Dubai Duty Free’s Executive Vice 
Chairman & CEO, Colm McLoughlin said, “We are delighted that 
Muna was selected as a recipient of the ‘Talent of Tomorrow’ award 
and that she joins the other 7 young professionals from the duty free 
industry in a year-long development programme that will support her 
career.  “Muna is a great example of our in-house UAE graduate trainee 
programme that encourages a career in our industry and I am delighted 
that she has received this international recognition which will in turn 
inspire her colleagues.”
Following her successful completion of the UAE graduate trainee 

program in Dubai Duty Free in 2013 Muna worked as a Senior 
Assistant handling the Emiratization section of the Human Resources 
Department within the organisation. While in the role, Muna 
continued with her studies for a Higher Degree in HR, which she 
attained in September 2015.
In 2017, Muna was promoted to an Officer role and her area of 
responsibility has grown steadily as a result of her innovative ideas, 
hard work, and staff focus.  Muna now manages the Administration, 
Employee Welfare as well as the Government Services sections within 
Dubai Duty Free’s Human Resources department.
As the winner of the Talent of Tomorrow, Muna will participate in 
a year-long learning experience commencing November 2019. The 
programme consists of a series of live webinars led by key industry 
experts and high-profile external speakers who will share their extensive 
insight into a range of key leadership topics. Winners will also develop 
a deep understanding of their own leadership style and hone their skills 
through focused masterclasses and action learning. The programme 
will be opened by Padraig Drennan, CEO of Stellar Partners and 
former President of World Duty Free North America, who will share 
his thoughts about the specific challenges facing our future industry 
leaders. 

International ‘Talent of Tomorrow’ Award for

DUBAI DUTY FREE 
EMPLOYEE

UAE National Ms. Muna Hassan named as a talent in the duty free industry
You Don’t Take Your Skin Type Or Concerns Into Account
You choose your facial cleanser and moisturizer based on your 
individual skin type and concerns and that’s how you should go about 
picking a face mask, too.
You Skip Cleansing Your Skin Before Using One
In general, you’ll want to apply a face mask to clean, dry skin, so 
make sure to cleanse your skin first and pat dry. Otherwise you could 
be layering a face mask on top of all sorts of dirt and bacteria. Use a 
gentle, no-rinse cleansing option like micellar water to help remove 
dirt, oil, and traces of makeup.
You Apply With Dirty Hands
It’s important that your face is clean before applying a face mask, but 
it’s also a must to have clean hands. You don’t want to transfer oils or 
bacteria from your hands to your face! So, don’t smooth a face mask 
on with your fingers unless you’ve given your hands an extra thorough 
cleansing first. Or for a hygienic and mess-free way to apply a face 
mask, try using a flat foundation brush. Then, there’s no need to get 
your hands dirty.
You Use Way Too Much
As with many other skin care products, when it comes to face masks, 
less is often more. A super-thick layer won’t result in a more effective 
masking session. Typically, you should only need to apply one even 
layer to your clean, dry skin.
You Don’t Customize Sheet Masks
Have you ever used a sheet mask that didn’t quite fit your face? Instead 
of sucking it up and using the face mask as is, you can make it a better 
fit. Grab a pair of scissors and snip off any excess, then pop it on as per 
usual. That way, your sheet mask is likely to slip and slide around your 
face.
You Only Mask During The Day
It’s easy to assume that you have to be awake to use a face mask, but 
that isn’t quite the case. It’s indeed true that you shouldn’t snooze while 
wearing a clay mask, there are other masks that are meant to be worn 
overnight.

You Leave It On For Too Long
We get it: When you put a face mask on, it can be easy to let your 
thoughts drift—and before you know it, quite a bit of time has passed. 
Unfortunately, leaving a mask on for an extra-long time won’t ensure it 
works better.
You Forget To Moisturize After
After masking, you aren’t finished with your skin care routine. You 
need to follow-up with moisturizer, otherwise masking might result in 
dry skin.
You Forget To Use Them Consistently
Who says you have to limit yourself to using just one mask? Go ahead 
and try multi-masking—i.e., applying different face masks to different 
areas of your face at the same time— with our Pure-Clay face mask 
line. Consider what skin concerns you have, then pick your face masks 
accordingly.

FACE MASK10 MistakesYou Could Be Making
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ROBERTO’S
Every Friday

shared. 

The food starts with a bang with a large selection of sharing Antipasto. 

Burrata, Fried Calamari, Tuna Tartare and Roberto’s salad are 

accompanied by the famous Roberto’s Pizza featuring beef carpaccio, 

rocket and truffle. Starters are followed by a Sharing Primo Piatto. 

Risotto al Funghi. Porcini is served directly to your table by the service 

CELEBRATE THE WEEKEND AT
THE PRANZO ITALIANO LATE BRUNCH AT

Relax and unwind with friends and loved ones at the only late brunch 

in DIFC. Served every Friday at Roberto’s Dubai from 3pm–7pm.  

Nestled in the shadow of the Burj Khalifa, the refined indoor and 

outdoor setting and quality of cuisine undoubtedly make the Roberto’s 

brunch an upmarket affair, the warm service coupled with the relaxed 

vibe inspired by the DJ ensures the occasion always feels fun, and never 

stuffy or pretentious. Unwind at the Pranzo Italiano brunch which 

spans a four-hour period, featuring classic Italian dishes designed to be 

team, as well as the delectable Tortelli arrabbiata with chili and tomato 

sauce. 

The adventurous selection of main courses will leave you at a loss 

for choice. For the more discerning customer, you have the option 

of one of three meat dishes, one of three fish dishes, or one of three 

delicious vegetarian dishes - each dish made with sophistication to 
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make you salivate over your companion’s dinner choice. The choice 

of mains means that this is one brunch you can keep coming back to, 

discovering new dishes each and every time. 

Dessert is prepared and served by the table so make sure you leave 

room for it as the Chef’s selection of homemade desserts are a definite 

treat and the perfect end to a traditional Italian feast. Classic Italian 

Cocktails and Spritz cocktails mean that your drink selection will be 

one that will be sure to delight and with the DJ providing the ultimate 

soundtrack of classic tunes to take you into the after brunch Aperitivo, 

this is one brunch you definitely do not want to miss.




